The world of commercial drones is booming, with businesses from a wide range of industries developing innovative strategies to deploy the latest technology.

But no matter how much these businesses plan and prepare, they always face the possibility of an accident that could lead to significant property and time element exposures.

The businesses that own or operate the drones often face the same question: *How do they reap the growing benefits of drones while looking to protect themselves from risk?*

### Addressing drone exposures

As the recognized leader in developing standardized insurance programs, Verisk can help insurers offer drone coverage for a variety of businesses. Our Commercial Inland Marine program provides access to advisory loss costs and coverage provisions for exposures, such as:

- property damage to the drone, its attachments, control devices, and/or the cargo being carried
- business income losses while the drone is out of service
- extra expense costs associated with expedited repair of the drone and/or to help minimize loss

For enhanced flexibility, these options are available as a stand-alone form or by endorsement (for select classes).